ADA Door Signage Specifications:

Size: 8” x 8”
3/16” TH acrylic color to match PMS Cool Gray 10; Type White
Name for insert window: 4-1/4” x 8”

Location: 5’ from floor, centerline

Font: Myriad Pro Semi Bold. 1/32” or 1/16” raised for bldg.# and name, name insert flat - not
raised
Building: Capital/Number 5/8” tall, 5/8” from left side, 3/8” top of Braille
Name: Capital 1/2”, 7/8” baseline to baseline, 5/8” from top of insert window,
5/8” from left side.
Raster bead grade 2 CA Braille, 3/8” spacing

ADA Permanent Building and Name Insert Door Signage

[Diagram of ADA Permanent Building and Name Insert Door Signage]
ADA Permanent Building Door Signage

228

JOB PLACEMENT RESOURCE CENTER

3/8" max

1/4" acrylic backer plaque

Clear matte finish face material 0.030" thick w/ letter image cut away to receive inlaid letter. 2nd surface ptl to match PMS Cool Gray 10

Inlaid tactile copy (White)

Clear raster grade 2 CA Braille

Brushed aluminum bar pinnac to bottom of plaque

8"

228

PLACEMENT TESTING ROOM

1/4" EXTERIOR GRADE PHOTOPOLYMER COLOR TO MATCH: PMS COOL GRAY 10

Laser cut copy color: White

Raster bead Braille

Brushed aluminum
228
MEETING ROOM
IN USE

BRUSHED ALUMINUM
LASER CUT COPY
RASTER BEAD BRAILLE
1/4" EXTERIOR GRADE PHOTOPOLYMER
COLOR TO MATCH: PMS COOL GRAY 10
SUBSURFACED SCREENED COPY
COLOR: WHITE
3/4" SLIDER BOX WITH 1/2 "IN USE" TEXT

ELEVATION
SCALE: 6" = 1'

151
ARCHIVAL STORAGE

BRUSHED ALUMINUM
1/4" EXTERIOR GRADE PHOTOPOLYMER
COLOR TO MATCH: PMS COOL GRAY 10
LASER CUT COPY
COLOR: WHITE
RASTER BEAD BRAILLE

ELEVATION
SCALE: 6" = 1'
SUBSURFACE APPLIED SCREENED COPY

BACKGROUND COLOR TO MATCH: PMS COOL GRAY 10
SCREENED COPY: WHITE

MAXIMUM OCCUPANCY
000

MAXIMUM OCCUPANCY
460
1/4" EXTERIOR GRADE PHOTOPOLYMER
COLOR TO MATCH: PMS COOL GRAY 10

LASER CUT COPY
COLOR: WHITE
RASTER BEAD BRAILLE

EXIT

EXIT STAIR DOWN

EXIT ROUTE

ELEVATION
SCALE: 6" = 1'

Front
Scale: 1:2
QTY (35)
Hours of Operation Door Signage

Allan Hancock College
Student Services Center

Hours of Operation:
Monday - Friday 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
This is a No Smoking facility

Allan Hancock College
Administration

Hours of Operation:
Monday - Friday 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
This is a No Smoking facility